
TRASHionals 12 
Round 7 
Toss-Ups 

1. After Thomas Franklin forces this character to leave following the death of the "old man," he is confronted by a gang 
member, to whom he responds by pulling out a remote control. His appearance on Gary Byrne's show causes Louise to 
exclaim that it's a "white man's world." He is more interested in the Cheech and Chong animated short Basketball Jones 
than in Eve Rand's sexual overtures, and after he informs her that he would rather watch, she masturbates in front of him 
while he obliviously channel surfs. Her husband interprets this man's references to the passing of seasons as a deep 
metaphor, and at the end of the movie plans are made for him to become president, but he leaves Ben Rand's funeral and 
appears to walk on water. For ten points, name this Jerzy Kosinski-created simpleton portrayed by Peter Sellers in Being 
There. 

Answer: Chance the Gardener or Chauncy Gardiner 

2. The Highfather argued that it was an aspect of the Godwave. It was used to protect Iris Allen from the anti-life 
equation, while Jai West used it for muscle growth. Savitar attempted to steal it from everyone else, and later became one 
with it, where he joined Rival. It was first discovered in the 1890s by Windrunner, who used it to travel to the future, 
where he became Max Mercury. Located "on the other side of light", after Infinite Crisis it was localized into Bart Allen. 
For ten points, name this mythical energy source that gives the Flashes their superhuman quickness. 

Answer: the Speed Force 

3. In music it afflicts Frank Zappa's character Bobby Brown after a hook-up with Freddie, and it is the sole problem with 
Lily Allen's boyfriend in her 2009 release "Not Fair." Mike Damone suffered from this at Stacy Hamilton's pool house 
causing a major plot point in Fast Times at Ridgemont High. This condition was used for comedic effect in the Friends 
episode, "The One Where Ross and Rachel...You Know" as Ross rolls over a juice box under the planetarium. For ten 
points, name this malady generally described as an intervaginal latency time of less than two minutes. 

Answer: Premature ejaculation 

4. One of this show's characters ends up throwing a reporter from Richest Magazine through a glass window, interrupting 
an employee of the month speech and causing a practical joke to degenerate into a riot. The family restaurant "Messy 
Joe's" and the new 20-digit emergency telephone number are among the oddities that appear in first season episodes. The 
unaired pilot for the American remake starred Jessica St. Clair and Joel McHale, with Richard Ayoade reprising the role 
of Moss. The first episode explains how Jen ends up managing a department that often answers the phone, "have you tried 
turning it off and on again?" for ten points, name this British sitcom centered around Reynholm Industries' information 
technology department. 

Answer: The IT Crowd 

5. Dale Earnhardt won here 9 times, setting the course record for 500 miles at the 1995 NAPA 500. Opened in 1960, but 
nearly completely rebuilt in 1997, many of its grandstands had to be rebuilt again following a July 2005 tornado. For 2009 
it's the home of two Craftsman Truck races as well as the Kobalt Tools 500 and Pep Boys Auto 500. It has a near-standard 
1.54 mile length and 24 degree banking at the turns, but is among the fastest non-restrictor plate courses; consequently, it's 
been known to use the slogan "Real Racing, Real Fast." For ten points name this NASCAR track located near the junction 
of U.S. Highways 19 and 41 that once employed NASCAR President Mike Helton as well as former President Jimmy 
Carter, located in Henry County, Georgia. 

Answer: Atlanta Motor Speedway 



6. Originally designed by Nobutoshi Kihara for Akio Morita, the latter disliked its name and unsuccessfully asked for it to 
be changed after an expensive advertising campaign had already started. It was initially marketed under names such as the 
Freestyle in Sweden and Australia, and the Stowaway in England. The first one had a model number TPS-L2, cost around 
$200, and was introduced on July 1, 1979. Originally called the Soundabout in the U.S., initial models came with two 
jacks to be used with the MDR-3L2, a new lightweight headphone. For ten points, name this iconic personal music device 
by Sony. 

Answer: Sony Walkman 

7. After being dismissed from a hiring competition for ratting out a rival, he inverts his applicant number and keeps 
showing up, getting back into his future boss's good graces by devising a liver function test involving alcohol. He's seen as 
willing to break rules and take risks, the latter trait evidenced by defibrulating a person in a hyperbaric chamber - thus 
setting their clothes on fire - and defibrulating a wet person, shocking himself into unconsciousness. Little is known about 
his personal life other than that his parents were killed in a convenience store robbery when he was six and he was 
adopted by Jewish parents when he was 10, and that lack of knowledge helped to make his series departure that much 
more mysterious. Name, for ten points, this character whose apparent gunshot suicide was written to allow Kal Penn to 
leave House so he could work in the White House. 

Answer: Lawrence Kutner 

8. [AUDIO] TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED. For ten points, name the two artists mashed up thusly: [Track #26] 

Answer: Leona Lewis and Nirvana 

9. She won her first singles title in 2002 as a 16 year old, making her the youngest winner on the WTA tour in four years. 
She didn't end a year ranked in the top 50 until 2004, when she had wins over Amanda Coetzer and Amelie Mauresmo to 
her credit. She won her first Grand Slam title in 2007, albeit in doubles with Nathalie Dechy. After losing to Sabine 
Lisicki in the first round of the Australian Open, 2008 went much better for her: she beat Justine Henin in her final 
tournament, knocked off Maria Sharapova at the French Open en route to the finals, played in the gold medal match at the 
Olympics and made the semis of the US Open. For ten points, name this Russian tennis player who, had she won any of 
these major events, may have ended the year ranked number one instead of actually finishing second. 

Answer: Dinara Safina 

10. The stars of a famously awful Sega CD video game in which players were asked to make the group's next video, they 
released three albums, the last being 1996's Young, Rich, and Dangerous. Many of their later songs were diss tracks aimed 
at rivals Another Bad Creation and the cover of sophomore effort Da Bomb featured a mushroom cloud, which more or 
less represents what happened to their careers. One of the first successes of producer Jermaine Dupri, who found them at 
an Atlanta mall and came up with their main marketing gimmick, hit songs from their 1992 debut included "I Missed The 
Bus" and "Warm It Up." For ten points name this hip-hop duo consisting of Chris Kelly and Chris Smith, a.k.a. Mack 
Daddy and Daddy Mack, remembered less for their huge hit "Jump" than for the fact that they wore their clothes 
backwards. 

Answer: Kris Kross 



11. This movie's plot involves missing anniversary gifts, money stolen from a transsexual stripper, and a crazed reclusive 
ostrich farmer. Two different groups of humanoid aliens - one aided by a cult of bubble wrap-clad geeks, the other 
assisted by a group of jocks seeking promised oral pleasure - vie for control of a mysterious and powerful device known 
as the continuum transfunctioner, which is revealed to be a Rubik's cube that is activated when solved. All ends well as 
Jesse and Chester, who get tattoos reading "Dude" and "Sweet," almost by accident save the universe. For ten points, 
name this 2000 cult stoner comedy in which Seann William Scott and Ashton Kutcher go looking for their beat-up old 
Renault 5, eventually answering the title question. 

Answer: Dude, Where's My Car? 

12. In one appearance, he travels back in time to kidnap babies whose hearts he believes to contain stars. In another, he 
seeks out the emotion-controlling Vibe Scepter. He has the ability to transform into a Giga version of himself and once 
joined with his usual enemy to help take on the Smithy Gang. Among the ways to defeat him include allowing him to 
smash through the floor, grabbing him by the tail, or by grabbing an axe to destroy a bridge above lava. For ten points, 
name this frequent antagonist of Mario. 

Answer: King Bowser or King Koopa 

13. Kim Kardashian's appearance on this show is part of the first episode of Keeping Up with the Kardashians. India.Arie 
appeared on its premiere playing "Just For Today", its original theme song. In 2007, it made two big moves: from LA to 
New York and from syndication to the daytime programming line-up of The CW. For ten points, name this talk show 
whose recent episode with Bristol Palin baby daddy Levi Johnston was a nice change of pace from special episodes based 
on the hosts' best-known project, America's Next Top Model. 

Answer: The Tyra Banks Show 

14. Founded in 1947, it recently lost the services of Margaret Campbell, the first woman to perform surgery there, who 
retired due to concerns from newer staff and her continued ability to perform to current standards. Once the third best 
teaching hospital in the country, it has recently slipped to 12th, and it also suffered a demotion to a Level II trauma center. 
They've tried to boost their reputation though novel surgeries, such as a 12-patient domino transplant, and through 
research such as the use of viruses to destroy brain tumors. It is based on Harborview Hospital, but its exterior is actually 
Fisher Plaza, home to KOMO, the local affiliate of the network on which it appears. Name, for ten points, this hospital 
that has Richard Webber as its chief surgeon and employs the likes of Miranda Bailey, Derek Sheppard and Meredith 
Grey. 

Answer: Seattle Grace Hospital 

15. 280 million copies of this author's books are currently in print, with 124 having spent time on the NY Times 
Bestseller's list. Originally with Silhouette, the author moved to Putnam in 1992 where, unable to handle the output, they 
published books under a new pseudonym J. D. Robb. Lifetime has already made five films and will release Northern 
Lights, Midnight Bayou, High Noon, and Tribute later this year. For ten points, name this author whose current books 
include Vision in White and Black Hills, also known for a 1997 plagiarism spat with fellow romance novelist Janet 
Dailey. 

Answer: Nora Roberts or Eleanor Mary Robertson 

16. The studio in which it was recorded was within sight of the Berlin Wall, and its lyrics reference a pair of lovers the 
singer had seen kissing there. Notable covers include versions by Oasis and the Magnetic Fields, and it formed the basis 
for Philip Glass' 4th symphony. The best-known cover was on the soundtrack to the 1998 film Godzilla performed by the 
Wallflowers. Co-written with Brian Eno, this best-known song from the artist's famed "Berlin period," may now be most 
famous for its use in TV ads for Microsoft. For ten points, name this 1977 hit for David Bowie, in which we could be 
these, "just for one day." 

Answer: "Heroes" 



17. Adultery plays a role in two of the real songs: one lambastes a fellow artist for believing the singer's (latest) ex-wife's 
version of their breakup while another song describes a sixty-year-old housewife's reaction to learning of her husband's 
affair. Rich douchebags take a lot of punishment; the Frown Song describes them "tread[ing] slowly from the car to the 
spa like a weary war-torn refugee." The songs leaked to the internet include a version of "Bitch Went Nuts" that includes 
the line "Now when I close my eyes, I'll be fucking Jimmy Carter." For ten points, name this album whose real and fake 
versions were released in 2008 by Ben Folds. 

Answer: Way to Normal 

18. He was the last pitcher to record four strikeouts in one inning in a National League game, doing so in September 2006 
against the Arizona Diamondbacks, the team that drafted him. In 2003 he picked up the clinching win against the Chicago 
Cubs in the NLCS and notched two wins over the Yankees in the World Series. He was part of a six player deal the 
following year that sent him west, where he injured himself in his second start. He bounced back to start the 2006 All Star 
Game, and in 2007 he had a 12-1 start and another All-Star appearance. He pitched against the Giants on opening day 
2008, but injuries recurred and he slumped to a 6-9 record and an ERA over 6. Name, for ten points, this pitcher who 
jumped leagues and signed with the Boston Red Sox. 

Answer: Brad Penny 

19. An advertising campaign for it told buyers to "Reward your curiosity" and included a commercial starring Chazz 
Palminteri. Hailed by its producer as the greatest innovation they've come up with since introducing a new product in 
1983, it was phased out in 2005 only to be re-introduced, a gimmick with which the company was already familiar. While 
Stephen Colbert was still on The Daily Show, a he did a short segment in which he combined two "unknown" ingredients 
to make this product, and yelled at John Stewart when the latter mentioned the labels on the soda product and flavoring 
from McCormick's. Known for a brief period as V and containing ten more calories than the regular type, name, for ten 
points, this soft drink offered by the rival of Pepsi that adds extra flavor from little pods native to Mexico. 

Answer: Vanilla Coke 

20. This actor's literary roles include Bartleby in a 2001 Melville adaptation and Raskolnikov opposite Vanessa Redgrave 
and John Hurt in 2002's Crime and Punishment. He worked with David Lynch as Cousin Dell in Wild at Heart and Oliver 
Stone as Andy Warhol in The Doors, while 1993 saw him in supporting roles in Even Cowgirls Get the Blues and What's 
Eating Gilbert Grape. Breaking through as a psychopathic teen killer in River's Edge, he was more recently seen as the 
hair-sniffing "Thin Man" in Charlie's Angels, while his most famous character finds his "density" after impressing his 
future wife by punching Biff Tannen. For ten points, name this eccentric actor remembered as George McFly in Back to 
the Future. 

Answer: Crispin Hellion Glover 

21. This New Jersey native has written two novels, one of which, The Coldest Winter Ever, has over a million copies in 
print. Inspired to write fiction after the success of her 1994 autobiography No Disrespect, her literary career was more 
successful than her one album, 1992's 360 Degrees of Power, an attempt to cash in on her guest spot on the song "By The 
Time I Get To Arizona" by Public Enemy but garnering more short-term notoriety thanks to some remarks made to the 
Washington Post in May 1992 the wake of the Los Angeles riots. For ten points, name this author, commentator, and 
rapper born Lisa Williamson, whose stage name is synonymous with Bill Clinton's repudiation of an alleged radical ally, 
thanks to her facetious suggestion "If Black people kill Black people every day, why not have a week and kill White 
people?". 

Answer: Sister Souljah 



TRASHionals 12 
Round 7 
Bonuses 

1. Answer these movie questions connected by a common thread, for ten points each. 

1. Newcomer Jamal Woolard starred in this 2009 biopic about rapper Christopher "Biggie Smalls" Wallace. 
Answer: Notorious  

2. This actress starred in a 2006 film as The Notorious Bettie Page, a pin-up who passed away in December 2008. 
Answer: Gretchen Mol  

3. This great English actor earned one of his four Oscar nominations as sympathetic Nazi Alexander Sebastian in 
Alfred Hitchcock's 1946 classic Notorious. 
Answer: Claude Rains  

2. For ten points each, name these children's literature awards which are not the Newbery Medal: 

1. Given like the Newbury Medal by the Association for Library Service to Children, this medal is given to the 
"most distinguished American picture book for children." 
Answer: Caldecott Medal  

2. Most recently given to James Marshall in 2007, this American Library Association award for lasting contributions 
to children's lit is named after its first recipient. 
Answer: Laura Ingalls Wilder Medal  

3. Not named after its first recipient, this ALA award for books about the African American experience was won in 
2009 by Kadir Nelson for We Are the Ship: The Story of Negro League Baseball. 
Answer: Coretta Scott King Award  

3. For ten points each, name these baseball players born today, April 18. 

1. This Florida Marlin turned Detroit Tiger turns 26 today. He led the AL in home runs last season with 37. 
Answer: Miguel Cabrera  

2. He was a throw-in in the Marlins trade for Mike Piazza, as he was in the last of his 15 seasons, in which he also 
played for the Phillies, Royals and Twins. He was diagnosed with Tourette's Syndrome in 1984, and retired until 
1987 so he could get treated. 
Answer: Jim Eisenreich  

3. The only Hall of Famer born on this date still holds the major league record for most triples in a career with 309 
and most inside the park home runs in a season with 12. He played for the Reds and Tigers from 1899 to 1917, 
and became the first player to league both leagues in home runs, clouting 16 for the Reds in '01 and seven for the 
Tigers in '08. 
Answer: Sam Crawford  

4. [AUDIO] For ten points each, name the celebrity being impersonated....poorly....on South Park: 

1. [Track #27] 
Answer: Jesse Jackson  

2. [Track #28] 
Answer: Cesar Millan (prompt on "The Dog Whisperer)  

3. [Track #29] 
Answer: Rob Reiner  



5. Given the story of a big-city mayor who has been engulfed in scandal, name this city for ten points each. 

1. Mayor Sheila Dixon, the aunt of NBA player Juan Dixon, was indicated by a grand jury on several counts of 
perjury, theft, and fraudulent misappropriation; she has been accused of using over $3000 in donated gift cards, 
many intended for distribution to "needy families," for personal use. 
Answer: Baltimore, Maryland  

2. In January this city became the largest city in America to ever elect an openly gay mayor, though since Sam 
Adams was found to have been less than truthful about a relationship with a young man who was only 17 when 
the two met, there have been calls for his resignation. 
Answer: Portland, Oregon  

3. Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick resigned on September 4, 2008, while pleading guilty to obstruction of justice in 
connection with a long string of scandals including a party with strippers at the mayoral mansion, the later murder 
of one of those strippers, text messages indicating a conspiracy to fire whistleblowers and an extramarital affair 
with his chief of staff, misappropriation of city funds for personal vacations and vehicles and...I'll stop now. 
Answer: Detroit, Michigan  

6. Given a 1970s or 1980s solo hit by an active or former member of the band Fleetwood Mac, name the member 
responsible for five points each. 

1. [5] "Edge of Seventeen" 
Answer: Stevie (Stephanie) Nicks  

2. [5] "Go Insane" 
Answer: Lindsay Buckingham  

3. [5] "Got A Hold On Me" 
Answer: Christine McVie  

4. [5] "Holiday Road" 
Answer: Lindsay Buckingham  

5. [5] "Ebony Eyes" 
Answer: Bob Welch  

6. [5] "Talk To Me" 
Answer: Stevie Nicks  

7. God had mixed results at the box office at the end of 2008. For ten points each, answer questions about faith 
exploration in last fall's movies. 

1. Borat director Larry Charles and Real Time host Bill Maher focused less on disproving God than proving 
uncertainty in this October release. 
Answer: Religulous  

2. We understand why massacre survivor and Army vet Aubrey Stamps shoots his betrayer forty years after the war 
in this Spike Lee joint; we just can't figure out why he had a Lugar at the ready with him at his job in the post 
office. 
Answer: Miracle at St. Anna  

3. As part of marriage seminars, thousands of churchgoers were invited to see Kirk Cameron in protective gear for 
free in this highest-grossing independent release of 2008. 
Answer: Fireproof  



8. For those who do step away from the computer occasionally, this bonus might be tricky. Name the following about 
recent developments in MMORPG's for ten points each. 

1. This second expansion to World of Warcraft was released late last year, allowing Blizzard to continue printing 
money. 
Answer: Wrath of the Lich King  

2. In spite of critical admiration and using a license from a well-known RPG and table-top strategy game, Mythic 
Entertainment closed over 60 servers for this game back in March. 
Answer: Warhammer Online: Age of Reckoning  

3. News was made in this game when the GoonSwarm alliance managed to dissolve one of the world's biggest 
alliances, Band of Brothers, through some sneaky underhanded dealings. 
Answer: EVE Online  

9. Answer the following about a pastime for the stated number of points. PART [10]: Regulated by the NAR, this hobby's 
early days were fictionalized in the movie October Sky, and primary suppliers include Estes Industries. 

1. Answer: model or amateur rocketry PART [10]: This organization is heavily involved in model rocketry, and 
holds the world record for most rockets launched at one time, 965, according to an article in Boy's Life.  

2. Answer: the Boy Scouts PART [5,5]: For five points each, model rocketry is regulated by these two federal 
agencies, which cover the propellant and the trajectory respectively.  

3. Answer: Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives  
4. Answer: Federal Aviation Administration  

10. For ten points each, name these things found in The Far Side: 

1. After a female chimp finds a human hair while grooming her mate, the chimp asked if its mate had been doing 
more research with this "tramp." The institute named after her took umbrage until this woman held that she 
actually found the cartoon funny. 
Answer: Jane Goodall  

2. Columnist Gerry Rising conducted a poll of scientists for their favorites. One of the top three depicted the "Real 
Reason for Dinosaur Extinction," as the dinosaurs were engaged in this activity. 
Answer: smoking cigarettes (accept equivalents)  

3. In one of his "Trouble Brewing" panels, Gary Larson placed a daycare next to Ed's farm for these animals, 
referencing the case of Azaria Chamberlain. 
Answer: dingos  

11. Answer the following about the lives and times of a certain infomercial star for the stated number of points. 

1. Inspired by Girls Gone Wild, when his 1999 self-financed flop of a film, a wannabe Kentucky Fried Movie called 
Underground Comedy Movie that featured musician Slash, former "Price Is Right" beauty Gena Lee Nolin, and 
future Green Mile star Michael Clarke Duncan failed to get a theatrical release, he sold over 100,000 copies of it 
via infomercial. 
Answer: Vince Offer Schlomi (better known as Vince Offer)  

2. Vince Offer's is of course now far more famous for an infomercial selling something else...namely a super-
absorbent towel-like product he claims lasts for 10 years, holds 12 times its weight in liquid, easily removes wine, 
coffee, cola from shag carpeting ... and it's made in Germany. Beware of imitators! 
Answer: Shamwow!  

3. In addition to Shamwow!, Offer is now also the star of an infomercial for this kitchen utensil, a miniature food 
processor; his sales pitch includes the double entendre "you're gonna love my nuts." And if you call now, it comes 
with a free cheese grater named the Gratey. 
Answer: Slap Chop  



12. His assist on a Milan Michalek goal on February 19 of this year was his first NHL point in over five years. For ten 
points each: 

1. Name the former Canadiens, Devils, Avalanche, Coyotes and Stars right wing who, at the age of 45, decided to 
make a comeback in 2008. 
Answer: Claude Lemieux  

2. Lemieux came back with this Pacific Division team, though he started the year playing for its same-nicknamed 
Worcester affiliate in the AHL. 
Answer: San Jose Sharks  

3. During his retirement, Lemieux appeared on this Spike TV show, which pits retired or otherwise noncompeting 
athletes against amateurs in various athletic contests. 
Answer: Pros v. Joes  

13. For ten points each, name... 

1. The only current school in the Big 10 or Pac 10 to have never played in the Rose Bowl. 
Answer: University of Arizona  

2. The only current SEC West school to have never played in the Sugar Bowl. 
Answer: Mississippi State University  

3. The only school with at least 3 bowl game appearances that is undefeated, having won the 1984 California Raisin 
Bowl and the 1994 and 2000 Las Vegas Bowls. 
Answer: University of Nevada at Las Vegas (do not prompt on "University of Nevada")  

14. The list of artists involved in the recent charity compilation Dark Was The Night plays like who's who in the indie 
music world. Name these artists for ten points each. 

1. The compilation's second disc kicks off with this band's song "Well-Alright." Their most recent album, 2007's Ga 
Ga Ga Ga Ga featured the songs "Don't You Evah" and "The Underdog." 
Answer: Spoon  

2. Aaron and Bryce Dessner from this band produced the album. They contributed the track "So Far Around The 
Bend" and are noted for their albums like Alligator and Boxer, the later of which includes songs like "Fake 
Empire" and "Mistaken for Strangers." 
Answer: The National  

3. The Devastations worked with this band on the song "When the Road Runs Out." Led by Kazu Makino, their 
most recent album was 2007's 23. 
Answer: Blonde Redhead  

15. For ten points each, answer these questions on the love life of Carmela Soprano. 

1. During one of her separations from Tony, Carmela and this Soprano underling found themselves falling for each 
other. Sent over from Italy to help with an international car theft ring, he moved back to the old country rather 
than risk death by dating the boss's wife. 
Answer: Furio Giunta  

2. Carmela also dated Robert Wegler for a time, during a period when she started to file for divorce from Tony. She 
met Wegler through her son A.J., as Wegler worked with A.J. in this capacity in school. 
Answer: guidance counselor  

3. Tony and Carmela finally got back together for good after the shooting of this man, Tony's uncle, who went from 
a coma to steadily worsening dementia. 
Answer: Uncle Junior  



16. Answer the following about a tournament recently held in Washington DC in honor of taxes being due for ten points 
each. 

1. Featuring actors in costume dressed as Uncle Sam with colorful bills and Rich Uncle Pennybags, competitors in 
the championship in this game had their selection of gamepieces including an iron, race car, thimble and scottie 
dog. 
Answer: Monopoly  

2. This lawyer ended up bilking his competition and won the 2009 Monopoly US Championship. 
Answer: Richard Marinaccio  

3. The cash prize for winning the Monopoly US Championship is this, the total funds available in a standard 
Monopoly game. 
Answer: $20,580  

17. Identify the following characters from West Side Story, for ten points each. 

1. After predicting that "Something's Coming," this protagonist meets a girl named "Maria." 
Answer: Tony  

2. Action, A-rab, Diesel, Baby John and the rest of the Jets give this policeman the run-around after the dance before 
singing and dancing at his expense. 
Answer: Officer Krupke  

3. He instructs the rest of the Jets to be "Cool" in the number after Anita, Rosalia and the rest of the Shark girls and 
Sharks debate the virtues of "America." 
Answer: Riff  

18. Kenneth Branagh sure likes to direct himself. For ten points each: 

1. Branagh cast himself as Berowne, one of a foursome studying philosophy, in this 2000 musical comedy. 
Answer: Love's Labours Lost  

2. Branagh had duel roles as private detective Mike Church and possibly homicidal composer Roman Strauss in this 
reincarnation-based 1991 thriller. 
Answer: Dead Again  

3. Largely inspired by Branagh's wife Emma Thompson and her time in the Cambridge Footlights with Stephen Fry 
and Hugh Laurie, this 1992 film co-scripted by Rita Rudner sees Branagh as Hollywood screenwriter Andrew 
Benson. 
Answer: Peter's Friends  

19. Answer the following questions about things you might see dining out at an Ethiopian restaurant for ten points each. 

1. A popular potent potable in Ethiopian restaurants is tej, a type of wine, which, like European mead, is made by 
fermenting this substance. 
Answer: Honey  

2. This spongy sourdough flatbread bread is consumed with most meals at Ethiopian restaurants, traditionally used 
to pick up meats and vegetables in lieu of utensils. 
Answer: Injera  

3. This spicy blend of chili pepper, coriander, ginger, cloves, and other spices, with a similar name to a major port 
city in northern Somalia, is a key ingredient in many Ethiopian dishes. 
Answer: Berbere  



20. Fortuitously, there are now three men's college basketball post-season tournaments that aren't the NCAA tournament - 
the NIT, the CBI, and the CollegeInsiders.com Tourmanent, or CIT. For ten points each, name the champions of these 
events, the 66th, 98th and 114th best teams in the land. 

Answer: Penn State, Oregon State, Old Dominion  

21. This bonus is about Bush. Not George W. Bush, just Bush. Answer these questions about the UK's best-known entry 
in the '90s grunge sweepstakes for ten points. 

1. Bush was, and in theory, is, led by this singer; he released a solo album in 2008 but is probably most famous for 
being Mr. Gwen Stefani at this point. 
Answer: Gavin Rossdale  

2. Their first successful single in the US was this hit, whose famously nonsensical lyrics include "I don't believe that 
Elvis is dead" and insisting over and over again "There's no sex in your violence," whatever that means. 
Answer: Everything Zen  

3. "Everything Zen" and several other 'mid-90s radio staples, including "Comedown" and "Machine Head," were 
found on their 1994 debut album, named for a quantity of weight measure, equivalent to about 220 pounds, in the 
UK. 
Answer: Sixteen Stone  

22. Selling paper doesn't always put enough money on the table. For ten points each, name the Dunder-Mifflin employee 
who has the given side job. 

1. Runs the family beet farm. 
Answer: Dwight Schrute  

2. Plays drums in the Police cover band Scrantonicity. 
Answer: Kevin Malone  

3. Working as a telemarketer for Vikram, who he will later hire away when he starts his own company. 
Answer: Michael Scott  

23. Answer these related questions for ten points each. 

1. This writer earned Oscar nominations for 1943's The North Star and 1941's The Little Foxes, the latter based on 
her own play. Other credits include The Dark Angel, Dead End, and The Chase. 
Answer: Lillian Hellman  

2. This detective fiction author's sole Oscar nod was for 1943's Watch on the Rhine, based on Hellman's play. He 
was also involved with her romantically for three decades. 
Answer: Dashiell Hammett  

3. For 5 points each, name the two actors who played Hellman and Hammett in Fred Zinnemann's 1977 drama Julia, 
based on a supposedly true story from Hellman's memoir Pentimento. 
Answer: Jane Fonda and Jason Robards, Jr.  

 


